
Bernard Coffey

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rolf Pritchard [rolfpritchard@govnlca]
Monday, March 31, 2008 1140 PM
Bernard Coffey; Sandra Chaytor
Fwd: New Ernail Discovery

Bern and Sandy: Robert wrote me with the attached advising that he had
mails. he subsequently found 2 more. I will forward the five emails

Rolf:

found three e
Rolf

I have provided you with copies of three emails dated July 19, 2005 which I discovered
today when conducting a search on my email archive.
The discovery of these emails, which had not previously come to light, was a significant
surprise, so it is important for me to outline how they were found.

These emails are: 1) Cake to Thompson summarizing a discussion which Cake had with
Chaplin; 2) Cake to Thompson conveying an email fromChaplin;and3)ChaplintoCake.cc
to Abbott. All of these emails dealt with a "Health Matter" at Eastern Health.

My email archive was initially searched several months ago and disclosed to the
Commission. The search was performed on the GroupwiseMail system. To the best of my
knowledge the search was complete.

Today, when listening to John Ottenheimer's testimony about Carolyn Chaplin, it occurred
to me to perform a new search using her name as the search criterion. Searching email has
now become much easier with the new Microsoft Outlook Mail system, and the search was
completed in seconds. The search uncovered the three emails identified above. They
should now be disclosed to the Commission.

This discovery was a surprise not only because it was in my archive, but similar documents
had not been found in the archives of Chaplin, Abbott and Cake, all of which I understand
had been searched. It raises the question whether or not additional emails exist in these
archives that should be searched again using Outlook which we can begin asap.

Robert

This e-mail is confidential and maybe solicitor-client privileged. Itis intended only
for the person(s) named above. Disclosure to anyone other than the intended recipient(s)
does not constitute a waiver of privilege. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure
is prohibited.
If you received this e-mail in error, please notify the undersigned immediately by
telephone at (709) 729-6024 and delete the e-mail without making a copy or printing the e
mail. Thank You.

Rolf Pritchard
Solicitor
Office of the Secretary to Cabinet on the Management of Health Issues Office of the Task
Force on Adverse Health Events Phone - (709) 729-6024 Fax - (709) 729-5435
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"This email and any attached files are intended for the sole use of the primary and copied
addressee(s) and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any
distribution, use or copying by any means of this information is strictly prohibited. If
you received this email in error, please delete it immediately and notify the sender."
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